Specification & Prices Subject to change
Quote stock # when purchase

A.)

AV CD/DVD Multi media Supplies

AV supplies
LS611-0113W

CD DVD Storage packaging Supplies

(see Brochures# LS615 for CD DVD Cases in different capacity. LS613 for small storage)
CD Browser® Storage Paks
12-mil vinyl—won’t crack or break
5 storage paks fit in the space of a single jewel case
Use Pak as a display, circulation, and storage system
Includes a pocket for disc and booklet, a pocket for back liner, and a pocket
tab on top to display a spine label or disc title. Available with a front flap
Measures 5"H x 5 5/8"W with 5/8"H x 4 3/4"W tab and1 5/8"H x 4 3/4"W
flap
Stock#
13P183.1534258 Storage Pak with flap, 50/pack (see B)

.

Vinyl Disc Pouches
10-mil vinyl
Polyester pocket lining cushions & protects
media. 1" sealing flap holds discs securely
inside while keeping dust out
Removes static electricity. 10/pkg MOQ=5 pack
Stock #
13P185.1222976 Vinyl Pouch

B.)

Tyvek® CD/DVD Envelopes
•Lightweight Tyvek
•Clear plastic window allows easy viewing of contents
•1-1/8" flap keeps disc securely in envelope
•Convenient for storing discs behind the desk while
patrons browse the jewel cases in the open
•10/pkg. MOQ=5 pack
Stock#
13P184.1426530 Tyvek Envelop 5”Hx5”W, 10/pk

Kidz DVD Cases
•1 capacity
•Durable, child-friendly molded plastic
•Easy-carry handle is uniquely designed for small hands
to hold on to
•Choice of 4 bright colors make them highly visible
•Compatible with Red Tag security system. MOQ=100
Stock#
13P160.1224755 Blue colour
(see Brochure# LS615 for CD DVD cases)

CD DVD Circulation Supplies
AV Warning Labels
Messages are specifically designed to alert patrons to
proper AV handling. Attention-grabbing fluorescent
colors and bold, easy-to-read type. Permanent
adhesive. 1"H x 3"W. 100 per roll. MOQ 3 roll
Stock #
13P21.1280087 (see B)
13P21.1280089 (see C )
(see Brochure# LS315 for Subject Classification
Labels)
Skinny Multimedia Labels
Thin 1/2" width is perfect for CD and DVD case
spines
Permanent adhesive. Rolls of 500.
See other label design under multimedia
subject classification section.

CD Foil-backed Label Sets
CD Foil-backed Label Sets (A) include: one 1-1/2" disc; two 1/4" x 4-5/8" spine labels for box; and
one 3" x 1-1/2" front/back of box
6 sets/sheet; 120 label sets/pkg.
Available on 8-1/2" x 11" sheets for use in laser printers, inkjet printers and copiers. MOQ 5 pack
Stock#
13P21.1218056 CD foil backed label set

CD/DVD Marker Pens
Identify CDs and DVDs without smudging or
smearing
Fast-drying pens are waterproof with
permanent, smooth-flowing ink
Available in a 4-color assortment or black
Stock #
13P177.1530355 Assorted 4/pkg

Gaming Subject Classification Labels Apply to video games
Permanent adhesive
1"H x 3/4"W Label, roll of 500
See other labels design under subjects
classification labels. section
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C.)

AV supplies
LS611-0113W

CD DVD Protection Supplies
Scratch Guards and Jewel Case Liners
Scratch Guards (A) prevent damage to the label
side of disc. Easy to align with no applicator
required
Jewel Case Liners (B) prevent scratches that
occur due to movement in hard plastic cases
Adhesive backed and easy to apply
Stock #
13P178.1531694 Scratch Guards 50/pkg
13P178.1531695 Liners 25/pkg

d_skin™ Protective Disc Skins
•Protect the data side of discs from scratches, dirt and
abrasion
•Optically clear discs are readable right through the film
without altering performance
•Snap onto the readable side (bottom) of a standard size
.
disc
•Special Liplock™ Seal holds tight and stays on
•If d_skin gets scratched, simply remove and snap on
another
•Use on CDs, DVDs, PS/PS2, Xbox, computer games and
CD-Rs
•50/pkg.
Stock#
13P178.1213836 Protective Disc skins 50/pkg

D.)

Slide Lock Media Bags
•2.7-mil polyethylene construction
•Versatile, easy-close bags are ideal for
multimedia, puzzles, and everything in between
•Materials are highly visible—important for
streamlined check-in procedures
•250/box
Stock#
13P183.1530350 7”x8.5” storage space
13P183.1530351 11”x9”
13P183.1530352 11”x12.5”
13P183.1530353 7.5”x12”
13P183.1530354 12”x14”

CD DVD Security Supplies

( For safe storage and display, Check out our Anti theft DVD case and Brochure# DP080 steel storage cabinet )
CD/DVD Owner ship Imprint
500 labels per roll. Custom ownership imprint name.
Resistant to scratching or fading. Secures tightly. Prevent
thief. MOQ=3 roll
Stock #
13P21.1281184 1-1/2”Round label imprint
Call Promatech for imprint detail and order form

Customizable CD/DVD Security Void Labels
•Silver, tamper proof Mylar®
•Reads “Void” underneath surface if label is removed
•Print library name and phone number on label in 1 of 4
color options
•1,000/roll
Stock #
13P177.1530783 Void Labels, MOQ 3 roll

3M(TM) Tattle-Tape Security Strips for Discs
DCD-2 CD/single side DVD overlays
Stock #
13P318.1535243 For CD, DVD single side, 200/box

Benefit Denial DVD Cases
1–2 Capacity
Polyduralene™ construction
Takes away the benefit of theft by making it impossible to remove the disc from hub without breaking it
Red Locking Cap (A) cannot be pulled or pried off the hub. Check-out is quick with the user-friendly Magnetic
Detacher (B). Stackable hub securely holds 1 or 2 discs. Choose with or without full outer sleeve
Available in black or clear
Stock#
13P168.1530929 DVD case with sleeve, clear
Ask Promatech for Brochure and detail application
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